
Registration 
required

Please feel free to

contact us.

Where you can enjoy talking about

anything that is fun, interesting,

worries, or concerns with friends

and professionals in childcare.

Daiichi Gakuen

Ei club

Where children and adultscan grow together whileinteracting with each other

Suginamidai Kindergarten
Suginamidai Nursery school

Suginamidai Nursery school               
Koshi Early Childhood Education and Care

MAP

Suginamidai�Kids�Town�is�a�name�we�call�our�comprehensive�educational�and�childcare�facilities�in
the�area.�It�offers�all�the�options�of�kindergarten,�nursery�school,�early�childhood�education�and
care,�and�after-school�care.

Suginamidai Kids Town

copain

“ Ei ” is a German word for “egg”. 

Children are little
 “eggs” with great possibili

ties.

Now, let’s all grow together!

Welcome！

Refresh！ Growth！

Talk！



 

Suginamidai Kindergarten 

We develop children's possibilities intensively during 

the educational hours appropriate for early childhood. In 

our daily playful learning activities, we value the 

process of learning about the diverse ideas of friends, 

finding out each other's positive qualities, and 

repeatedly having appropriate experiences. 

In collaborating with specialized instructors and school 

advisors, we nurture the foundation for children's future 

independence and readiness for the society. 

Hankoyama Park 

Located 125 meters high, the park has a walking 

trail, a grassy lawn, and an observatory deck, 

from where you can enjoy the view at the top of 

the mountain. Children can experience nature 

with trees, insects, flowers, and plants, 

inspiring their senses. 

Kikuyo Nishi Primary School 

The nearest primary school from SKT. Many 

graduated children from us attend. 

SUGINAMIDAI KIDS TOWN 
In cooperation with related facilities, we are 

responding to a variety of needs and further 

enhancing our role as a well-established local 

educational, childcare, and family support 

center. 

Ei club 

(Childcare Support/Community)  

We are a registered club offering childcare and 

community support, where you can share information 

on child rearing and take a break while getting 

interested in education, and where everyone in the 

community can feel safe and connected. 

Koshi Early Childhood Education and Care 

Children are cared for by the community and feel the 

affection of people, developing a rich heart and mind. 

We offer a place where you are welcome in childcare 

consulting, to play, and to enjoy the community. We 

nurture children's sense of stability and independence 

in their interactions with many people. 

Suginamidai Nursery School, Copain 

We are a company-led nursery school with direct 

contracts between parents and us.  Families who 

want to balance work and child-rearing as well 

as teachers at our school can leave their 

children in our care without worry. 

Kikuyo Suginamiki Park , San San  

Open to the public, this park in Kikuyo offers 

facilities such as a sports field and a playground, 

making it suitable for hosting a variety of events.  

You can enjoy rare kinds of trees, herbs, and 

seedlings planted here. 

Minamigaoka Primary School 

It's within the primary school district of SKT and 

located in the southern part of Koshi City 

neighboring Kikuyo Town and Kumamoto City.  Many 

graduated children from us attend. 

Suginamidai Nursery School 

Infancy is the time to build the “foundation of self.” 

In a richer educational environment, children develop the 

skills to think, decide, and take action on their own. 

We offer childcare services designed for each child from 

the age of zero in a safe and comfortable environment. 

 

Vivre  

“Vivre" is a French word for “to live". It is 

a public facility in Koshi City and is well 

equipped as a multipurpose center for welfare, 

culture, and sports. Suginamidai Kindergarten 

has school events like sports day here. 

Kumamoto Agricultural Park, Country Park 

Here you can learn about agriculture with fun 

and spend a relaxing day playing on the vast 

green pastures and athletic playground 

equipment. 

Do & Go  

After-school childcare for graduated children.  

We aim to establish children's study habits and value 

“children's independence" encouraging them to take 

action and move forward on their own, based on our school 

philosophy. No restrictions by the school district. 

学校法人 第一学園 杉並台キッズタウン 

Genki no Mori Park  

Approx. 3.3 hectares park located in the Southern Koshi 

City Urbanization Area. It serves as a place for the 

preservation of grasslands, community building, rest and 

relaxation, and health promotion. 

http://sc.kumamoto-net.ne.jp/1gaku/

